University School of Chemical Technology

Notice

All the students of USCT (Chemical and Bio-chemical Engineering) Admitted in academic year 2017-18 or before are hereby informed that reappear of minor examination for 3rd, 5th, 7th, 9th and 11th semester courses shall be conducted by respective subject teachers. Students admitted in academic year 2017-18 or before are advised to fill the reappear form and submit at USCT office on or before 14/02/2019. The students are required to inform their respective teachers for the same.

In case of any query/information the subject teachers /reappear students may contact undersigned on or before 14/02/2019 (Thursday).

In-Charge Minor Exam, USCT
Deepak Garg

In-Charge Minor Exam, USCT
Vinay Shah

Dean, USCT 04/02/2019

CC: 1. Dean (USBAS), with request to circulate among concerned faculty members teaching BA-106, BA-108, BA-112, BA-214, BA-216 to Chemical and Bio-chemical Engineering students

2. Dean (USMS), with request to circulate among concerned faculty members teaching MS-112, MS-312 to Chemical and Bio-chemical Engineering students

3. Dean (USHSS), with request to circulate among concerned faculty members teaching HS-102, MED-704 and HS-412 to Chemical and Bio-chemical Engineering students

4. Dean (USEM), with request to circulate among concerned faculty members teaching EM-112/BA-112 to Chemical and Bio-chemical Engineering students

5. Dean (USICT), with request to circulate among concerned faculty members teaching IT-104 to Chemical and Bio-chemical Engineering students

6. Head, (UITS), with request to upload on University website

7. Student’s Notice Board of USCT